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QUESTION 1

Universal Containers has a back-end ordering system that restricts access on a per-user basis, it was determined that a
"Named Credential" will be used to allow per-user identity type access for all integration with the system. One of the
requirements is to have order information sent to the system when the status changes to "Confirmed". 

Which two valid integration scenarios can take advantage of such a security setup? 

A. Order information sent to the system via outbound message with session ID. 

B. Order information sent via a Visualforce page with an Apex callout. 

C. Order information inserted or updated via Salesforce Connect: OData 2.0. 

D. Order information sent via process builder via invokable method/future method callout. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 2

Universal Containers (UC) is working with multiple partners to get lists of leads into the Lead aggregation system. These
leads are imported into Salesforce as parot of a daily batch integration through the ETL tool. UC observed that may
times, leads are duplicated, as they are sourced from different partners. 

Which two options should an Architect recommend to improve data quality? 

A. Extract Salesforce lead data into a staging table and use ETL to de-duplicate. 

B. Create a custom web service to identify duplicate leads and load. 

C. Design an ETL job to eliminate duplicates from the lead aggregation system. 

D. Use duplicate management rules on Lead to report duplicate records. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 3

Universal Containers is building a native mobile application that queries and updates data in their Salesforce in real
time 

What statement is correct about the Salesforce APIs? 

A. Enterprise WSDL minimizes payload size. 

B. Rest API supports oAuth 

C. Enterprise WSDL supports WS-Security 

D. REST API supports WS-Security. 
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Correct Answer: B 

 

QUESTION 4

Universal Containers has decided that they will be using the bulk API to migrate the existing data into Salesforce as they
will be importing a total of 80 million records. 

While planning for the data migration, what techniques should the Architect recommend to make sure the load go
according to schedule? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Pre-process data that the triggers and workflows can be deactivated. 

B. Perform a test load using a full Sandbox prior to the Production load. 

C. Perform loads over a weekend server resource availability. 

D. Leverage several workstations, loading different objects simultaneously. 

Correct Answer: AB 

 

QUESTION 5

Universal Containers would like to update their accounting system every time an opportunity is changed to Closed-Won
their accounting system occasionally is offline for 3-4 hours to support month-end processing, and they would like the
integration design to ensure that no transactions are lost during this down time. Which two integration designs should
the architect consider? 

Choose 2 answers 

A. Utilize the enterprise WSDL to query Salesforce from the Accounting system for opportunities that have changed to
Closed-Won. 

B. Utilize an Enterprise Service Bus to the web service calls between Salesforce and the accounting System. 

C. Utilize workflow outbound messaging, which has a built-in queuing framework. 

D. Utilize an Apex trigger with an @future class to callout to the accounting system after the month-end processing is
complete. 

Correct Answer: BC 
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